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Community Engagement.

A lot has been said and asked around community engagement.

Obviously showing up at people’s homeswith Christmas hampers announcing the intention to apply
for resources consent to quarry on 170ha over a 40+ year period next to people’s home did not
show good judgement. Same goesfor offering an elderly lady way below marketvalue to buy the
closest residential property to the site boundary. One can’t help but think they weretrying to take
advantage ofher situation.
Not a good start. Add to that the history the community already has with the applicant and the way
they have been managing other quarries in the area and you havezero trust from the word go.
Instead of recognising the lack of trust and confidence the community has and trying to build on that
to prove people wrong, the applicant engaged in what | would call a ‘box ticking’ exercise. They did
what was required by the RMA as far as community engagementis concerned and puttheir ‘spin’ on
things to ensure they come acrossas the victims in this as it is not their fault people did not take up
the opportunities provided to them.
The first and only meeting the TRA had with the applicant was a very negative experience. It was
that experience and the fact that one person could not burden the responsibility of a whole

community, that the TRA voted against putting someone in an unfair position on the advisory group.

It turned out someone did appoint themselvesto that group but to today we don’t know who and
wedid not receive any feedback on any meetings. I’m not sure how that person knew what the

community wanted or did not want for that matter. The group met 8 times from the applicant
evidence. Who knowsif they achieved anything? This was all happening from February 2018. This

was very early in the process — tooearly in my opinion for an advisory group to be effective. | also
can’t help but wonder whata person in that position would be able to contribute that the applicant
has not heard hundreds or thousands of times from other concernedresidents. This is not the
applicantsfirst rodeo; they have been through enough consultations and hearings to know what
peoples concerns with quarry operations are. | will in fact argue that the pre-existing knowledge of
people’s concerns would have allowed the applicant to take all those considerations into account
before they submitted their original application. If they had decided from the start of this application

process that they wanted this site to lead by example and exceed expectations it should have been

reflected in their original application. It took them from January to November 2018 to put their
application together. They had the time and expertise to makethis an exemplar operation, but they
did not. Changes were made after they read through submissions meaning the changes and
mitigations has nothing to do with them doing the right thing and being such responsible operators,
but rather driven by fear of these applications being declined.
| attended the information evenings that the applicant had in the big white tent on behalf of the
TRA.| spent over an hour therethe first evening and went back for even longer the following

evening.
1.

Very few people attended. In the time | spent there both evenings less than 3 other groups
came through each night.

-

No one knew aboutthe meetings. | accidently saw something on someone's Facebook
page and drove to take a look.
When | questioned Mr Stewart and Mr Chittock about the fact that there were no
people and that nobody knew to come,theysaid they think the inserts must have
gotten mixed up with other mail, so people did notseeit. | think the notes went into our

mailboxes 3 days before the meetings were scheduled. How the whole community
missedtheir flyers| really don’t know and whythe applicant rushedat the last minute

-

with almost no notice | also don’t know.
Wealso discussed another open day this year as | did not attend the first one, again not
knowingit was happening.| did not hear anything about that again.
| struggle to reconcile the statement Mr Craig Stewart made in his summary evidence
dated 13 November 2019 paragraph 5 and what we as a community has experienced.

5.

We have tried to be open and transparentwith the Roydon community from
the outset of this project. We have followed advice and have made
considerable efforts to engage with the community. We are committed to

working with the community, stakeholders and Councils to ensure the
proposed quarry operation, if consented, will not adversely impact the wellbeing of the surrounding community.
2.

The information evenings were held early in November 2018. Just over one year ago. Being
an information evening my expectations were that will go there, and they will tell us what

3.
4.

the proposed activitieswill look like. It would also be an opportunity for me to seeif our
fears were founded.
| raised my concerns around the hours of operation and was told thatit will be from 6am to
6pm. No night-time operations were proposed.

lasked about ground water levels rising and the risk that would pose and was told thatis not
going to happen. Ground water levels will be going down.

| still have my handwritten notes of what each person told me that evening.

5.

6.

|asked about dust suppressing and was shown an example of a ‘fogger’ that apparently spay
a 60m radius and that theywill be using two similar to the example on the sides of the

centre processing plant.
l asked about water carts and were told that these will not be needed and as such there will

not be any water carts on site.

7.

When | asked around the detail of the other mist sprayers that will be used for dust
suppressant and wherethesewill be located, | was told that they don’t yet know.That
technology is ever evolving, and they will see what they are going to use. | just had to trust
them that they will go for the best optionsin the bestplaces. My responseto the operations

manager was: “No offence, but why should | trust you? | came to get some answers and gain
a better understanding of the proposal and you can’t tell me any detail. Why havethis

evening then?”

My point is that as commissioners you have the expectation that as a community, we should have
engaged with the applicant more but from our experiencethe applicant did not want honest,

transparent engagement. They wanted us in situations where they could tell us how it was going to

be, and we should just accept that they knowbest.It also made it a waste of time to engageif the
applicant is not upfront and honest with us. For example, the hours of operation. It is 24 hrs a day

for 150 daysof the year. Not 6am to 6pm. The applicant recognises the uncertainty around ground

water rising in their application. They included watercarts in their application.

If the applicant was still this uncertain about their application two weeks before submitting it to the

councils, | would be extremely surprised. Really an information eveningin the same month as
making their submission should have provided us with mostof the information in their application

and very little surprises. It was the complete opposite.

From the feedback the applicant received from the community they were fully aware about our
concerns around night-time operations. Which brings me back to Mr Don Chittocks’ expert evidence
wherehesays:

21

Fulton Hogan is committed to working with the communities in which we operate and
meaningful stakeholder engagement and consultation. Our quarries are long term

strategic assets and we recognise the importance of participating in local
communities and building relationshipsin the viability of those assets. Fulton Hogan
has a strong track record of working with the communities in which we work.
22

Our commitment to stakeholder engagement contributes to Fulton Hogan making

commercially responsible and beneficial outcomes for both the company and the
communities in which we operate. Community and stakeholder engagement as an
essential part of Fulton Hogan's project planning, and we believe that the community
should have inputinto projects they are interested in and understand how their input

has influenced the Proposal.
23

Fulton Hogan has implemented an extensive public participation programme
associated with the resource consent applications lodged with the CRC and Selwyn
District Council (SDC) for the Proposal. In recognition of the level of interest in the
proposal and from early conversations with community members and stakeholders,
Fulton Hogan requested that the application for resource consents to SDC and CRC
be publicly notified to enable a broad spectrum of public input on the proposal.

Why would theapplicant,if they were serious aboutlistening to the community,tell us they were
not planningfor any night-time operations and two weekslater apply for it? It seems like a

distraction tactic by the applicant to throw in a curveball requesting more hours than what is

actually needed. Making that the focus and that way getting away with less restrictions in other
areas.
Going forward | am still concerned aboutputting one person in that position with the community

liaison group where they need to know the communities changing concerns and aspirations over 40+

years. This can soon become a full-time role taking complaints and extremely frustrating not being
able to effect any change.
| would suggest that a complaints register must be held by the applicant and individuals should be
encouragedto contact the companydirectly in the event of any negative effects. Whether dust,
noise,traffic...
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Templeton
resident
Jolene Eagar
has her say on
the proposed
quarry after
visiting a
recent Fulton

IF EMPLOYERSare responsible
to supporttheir staff against

NO QUARRY:
Residents have
been fighting a
long battle to
stop a Fulton

bullying, whois responsible to

protect a community?

Thereis a significant imbalance

port, from anyone notpersonally

affected by resource consent
applications.
Whatan unfair and unequal

process.

No wonderFulton Hoganis

taking advantageof the opportunity, never mindit comesat the

expense of a community.

To say we have madeourstance

against the proposed quarry on

Dawsons Rdclear from the beginningin January, when Fulton
Hogan madethe announcement,
is an understatement.
AndI fully believe that had

wenot taken this public stance
against the quarry, Fulton Hogan

NN
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Hogan information evening

of power when youtry to stand
up against a companylike Fulton
Hogan.
Manyhavetried unsuccessfully, with no,or verylittle sup-

«Local.

Hogan quarry

being built near
Templeton.
would not have spentall these

months and moneyto try and
mitigate the risks.
Risks we don’t want mitigated,

but rather eliminated. And what

better way to eliminate than not

have a quarry in the proposed

location on DawsonsRdatall.
Beginning of 2018, my knowledge about quarry operations was
non-existent. Apart from driving

past that ugly messin front of

Christchurch Men’s Prison,I had
no understanding about what
goes on inside those fences.
Boydid mylife change. And

it was not only mylife that

changed, a whole community had

to try and get their heads around

the technical aspects and dangers
of quarries. Imagineuslearning

the Templeton residents?

managing work andfamilylife)
what the Fulton Hoganexperts
spent years studying.
How do you competeagainst

“How much noise does a quarry
make?” to which he immediately
answered: “A lot,” just to tell me
a few minutes later that I will be

in a couple of months (whilestill

that? Thereis just no contest.

I recently had the opportunity
to meet some ofthe Fulton Hogan management team as well as
their experts.

What an eye-opener when one
of the managerstried to explain
an online dashboard to me by
saying: “Data goesupinto the

cloud andthen it comes back

downagain.” Howpatronising.
Do theyreally think that they

are intellectually that superiorto
I asked the noise expert:

able to walk my dog right nextto
the proposed quarryandI will

barely hear anything.
Keeping in mind he was not

referring to the 1000-plus trucks
that will be driving up and down
our roads. Apparently working

in a 10m deep hole makesall the
difference.
I walked away having a bet-

ter understanding of what
Fulton Hoganis proposing but

concerned about the conflicting
information provided by different

people. It seemedas ifthere is a

lack of commitmentat this stage
still around certain decisions and

they were keepingtheir options
open.

Asan ‘affected person’ I was
expecting a moredecisive approachseeing that Fulton Hogan
wasthere to give us information
abouttheir proposedplans.
I understand the RMAprocess

and that ongoing consultation and

conditions will affect the outcome,
but to expect usto just take their
word that the best solutionswill

be followedis asking more than
whatI’m willingto give.

It's interesting how a meeting

that, from their perspective,

was supposed to put my mind
at ease had the exact opposite
effect.
Suddenly it became all too

real for me. Now I can picture

to a certain extent what they are
proposing and it's worse than

anything I imagined.

Vehicle movements

Should this application go ahead wewill be looking at 1,200 extra heavy vehicle movements on our
roads. For more than half of the year this can mean 86 trucks per hour in a 14-hour day with mostof
these trucks travelling on Main South Road in front of Templeton before dispersing in different
direction. The road layout of Main South road bringsthe traffic very close to Templeton. Only
separation between Main South and Jones Road is the railway.

NZTAis planning for a roundaboutat the intersection of Main South and DawsonsRoad. It will be
two lanesentering and exiting the roundabout on Main South. The twolaneswill continue from

Dawsons road towards Templeton for about 800m andthen it will merge into one lane. This will be
in front of Globebay Drive.
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Weknowthis road is going to be extremely busy. Merging two lanesinto oneis challenging for
drivers at the best of times. Whohasthe right of way? You will have impatient motorists becoming
stressed, ‘entitled’ drivers who tend to act aggressively, and this could cause accidents. The
possibility for bottlenecks andtraffic build-ups are great, and everybody on the road will be feeling
the pain. Add 1,200 truck andtrailers into the mix and this is going to be a disaster waiting to
happen. It will also increase noise effects with trucks breaking.
With 1,200 truck movements per day and the applicant owning 20 trucks of their own and maybe
leasing another 20 per Mr Jolly’s evidence, most heavy vehicle movementswill be from the
applicant’s customers. And we have been told multiple times by the applicant that they have limited
control over their customers actions.I’m specifically thinking about trucks coming to the site. Empty
onesto collect aggregate orfull to deliver clean fill. There is nothing preventing these 600 trucks a
day to approach the proposedsite from any direction, using any of the other roads.
The other very serious concernis that these trucks cause a lot of damageto cars following behind
them with the stonesthat‘fly’ of the backif the trucks that are not covered. | have been approached
by numerous people that have had damageto their windscreens from stones of quarry trucks.

Barters Road Quarry

Mr Jolly was asked while presenting his evidence about the difference in distance
between the

Barters Road quarry from Templeton and the proposed Roydon quarry from
Templeton. The expert

said the Barters Road quarry is about 100m further from the centre of Templeton.
| thought it would
be better for the commissioners to see the actual distance as well as the size differenc
e. While

keeping in mind that this is/was an extraction only site. No processing
was done here.
See attached maps

2.3

Existing Operation

The Barters Road quarry site has been operating since mid-2013. Gravel extraction operations
are currently
staged with the resource being extracted in a west-east direction in areas covering approximate
ly 3 - 4 ha at
atime. Thesite is being quarried to a depth of 10 metres (m), which includes an average
depth of
approximately 500 mm of topsoil and overburden being removed and stored for future rehabilitation
. This
material is stored in earth bunds around the perimeterof the site providing visual and acoustic
mitigation to
offsite locations from the effects of quarrying activity.
Quarrying is being undertaken throughthe use of standard quarry machinery such as excavators,
dump
trucks, a water cart, roadtruck andtrailer units, and other machinery as required. There
is currently one
loader extracting material at the quarry face which is loaded into road trucks and transported
to the Pound
Road Quarry. The current operation generates 20 - 50 vehicle trips per hour (220 - 500
per day) and
operates between 0600 and 1800 Mondayto Saturday.

While the quarry is consented to operate for another 4 years when the consent will expire
in February 2020,
it is likely the extractable resource will be worked out prior to this time andthat extraction
operationswill
cease sometime in 2017.
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Walking Track
It would have been moretransparent had the applicant’s experts answered your question around

how the proposal came about for the walking track been clearer. | know because almost every
person | spoketoat that time said the same thing. The community do not want a quarry next to
Templeton as they regularly walk, jog and ride on those roads. They do not want to walk next to a
quarry breathing in the dust and feeling unsafe with a huge number of trucks on the road next to
them. A very low number of residents went to the ‘white tent’ but I’m sure that all of them would
havesaid this to the applicant. To date not 1 person has said to me that they feel Fulton Hogan must
put in a walking track if they want to quarry on that land. Most people havesaid that they think itis

a silly idea as the quarrywill remove and interfere with the enjoyment, they get from goingfor long
walks. Their views will be blocked. At times you will have tunnel vision walking with a 3m high bund
on oneside and high trees on the other side. It will be shaded and cold. Shading effects has been
considered for the roads butto bepractical it needs to bee considered for the walking track as well.
Frost will stay on these walkways where no sun can reach. Safety concerns has been raised as there
will be times that the person walking will not be visible from the road. This is not something that the
community sees as a benefit or a positive offset.
The applicant might think 30m dust plumes around the site is not a concern. The person walking
with their dog that must breathe in that dust will not agree with the applicant.

In considering this walkway and planningfor it the applicant recognises the importance our
community place on the area and how much itis part of our lifestyle. The proposed changes will
affect our visual and landscape values. The change in the opennessofthe rural landscapewill be
negative in terms of amenity.

Another consideration for the planting of 10m high trees down Dawsons road is the already high
trees that are on the other side of the road. (See picture attached)
Currently we haveflat open views. 10m high trees on both sides of the road will mean significant
change on Dawsons Road. Further up Dawsonsroad wehavealready established high trees on the
proposedsite, but there are no high trees opposite these. | would encourage the commissioners to
go and look at the large trees opposite the proposed site on Dawsons road to see the effect another
row oflarge trees will have.

Little or no consideration has been given to road crossings. Unfortunately, we have lost 2 cyclists in
Christchurch who has been killed by trucks as the drivers did not see them. If truck drivers struggle

to see someone on a bike, how can | have any assurancethat they will see my daughters walking?
Especially considering the high number of trucks, the fact that theyare in a hurryto getto their
destination and already frustrated by all the delays caused by queuing and waiting at the railway

crossing. Human error is the greatest risk to safety when wewill be crossing these roads.
This is not an industrial area. It is a rural area that we consider part of our back yards. We never had
a say around the introduction of heavy vehicles travelling through Templeton as part of the IPort

development. We did not have a say around the 652 heavy vehicles per day on Kirk Road. Nobody
considered the effects of these changes on the Templeton community. The negative effect the
increase oftraffic movements have had on us is significant, and the fact that we haveto live with
this disturbance is continuing to work against us as it is the argument of the applicant that we
already have trucks on our roads, so they can add more, it won't matter. We don't wantthe current
heavy vehicles on our roads, we don’t wantthe traffic volumesto increase in any way.To us it does
matter.
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Sunrise: 8.02 AM
Sunset: 4.59 PM

Latitude: 43.554551S
Longitude: 172.451019E

Shadowsdeveloped in Sketchup. Model has
been geolocated and dated 21.06.2018.

SHADOW PROFILE AND IMPACT - BUND AND LANDSCAPE PLANTING
Roydon Quarry, Jones Road, Templeton
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Sunrise: 8.02 AM
Sunset: 4.59 PM

Latitude: 43.561279S
Longitude: 172.454935E

Shadows developed in Sketchup. Model has
been geolocated and dated 21.06.2018. A
series of images were overlaid in Photoshop.

SHADOW PROFILE AND IMPACT - BUND AND LANDSCAPE PLANTING
Roydon Quarry, Jones Road, Templeton

Kilometre marking post

unsealed running/walkingtrack

LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT FIGURES

Roundabouts

There are currently two option on the table. The applicant does not want to rule
out option 1 even

though Christchurch City Council has said that they will not allow the use oftheir land.
For that

reason, we will not treat option 1 as an option anymore and that leaves the
applicant with option 2

only.

The problem wehave with roundaboutsis that notall accidents are reported. | had an accident
last
year at the Sockburn roundabout and did not report it as the other driver decided to drive
off leaving
me stranded next to the road. Which means the accident numbers quoted by the applicanti
s a lot
higher.
We have some serious safety concerns gaining access to Dawsons Road from Jones
road. There will

be constant heavyvehicle traffic coming from both sides. Traffic from Jones road will have
to give
waytoall other traffic which will result in very long waiting times and that intersecti
on.

Vehiclesare already avoiding usingKirk road to gain access to Main South Road due
to the high
traffic volumes and long waiting times. Jones road is our alternative when traveling south.
Not only
will there be an increase in heavy vehicles making it even harder to get onto Main South
road via
Kirk road, but with option 2 you will be blocking us in on the other side as well. Queuing
on Dawsons

Road as result of the railway crossing will also block access to Dawsons road.

You have been made awareof the safety concerns currently at the intersection
of Jones/Dawsons. |

feel strongly thatif it is such a safety concern the responsibility lies with NZTA to do somethin
g
about it and not the applicant.

Just a bit higher up from the Jones/Dawsons intersection is the Madisosn/ Dawsons
intersection. We
regularly have accidents at this intersection. Chris Fox who is living on the corner
of Madissons and

Dawsons will provide you with the evidence. These roads are not designed for heavy vehicles.
They
degrade quickly under the weight ofthese trucks.
We mustbepractical and not think best case scenario. We have people driving these vehicles
who
make impulsive decisions all the time.
Wealsohavethe applicant saying they will managetheir contractors and customers through
a site
induction and code of conduct when on site. But all those trucks need to come from somewhe
re
first. Nobody will have any say where the 600 emptytrucks approach from.
| find it complete unacceptable for the applicant to say that they want this application approved
basedon their word that everything will be ok and then they will monitor the impactaft
er the fact.

That reactive response is not being an industry leader. That is not how you are an
exemplar quarry

operator. Later is too late. Then we mustlive with the consequences. What kind of modificat
ions
and mitigations can be done later that can’t be done up front?

| assume you can’t go around making changes to roads as you please. There must
be a process you
go through which include getting approval from the appropriate authorities and landowne
rs? Even

with option 2 | assume the applicant will need permission from the council as the new proposed
layoutwill need to use land outside the site boundary.

Thereis a lot of detail missing for the application. Important detail. For example, will there
be 1 or 2
vehicle access onto the site? This will have an impact as far as road changes on Jones
road are
concerned as well as road safety.It is my opinion that the applicant realised their proposed
road

changes for the light vehicle access can not be done due to the cycleway. (See
picture)

Instead of being open and honest aboutit they are now asking for the option of 1 access only. They
should really have taken the 2 access options off the table.

How manytruck and trailers will be able to stop behind each other on the turning lane into the site?
How manybefore theywill start to block traffic down Jones Road?

How many before they que back to the roundabout and Dawsons Road?
When will all these changes and upgrades be made?
| suggestthat it is part of site preparation and that no aggregate should be allowed to be processed
on the proposedsite before all the proposed road works has been completed.
Another problem is what impact all these road works will have on people travelling on these roads.

For how longwill we not be able to access Jones road or Dawsons road?
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